Adopting a Unifying and Comprehensive Framework for the Behavioral and Mental Health and Well Being of Children and Youth in Hawaii

A System Impact Summit Featuring
Dr. Howard Adelman and Dr. Linda Taylor
UCLA Mental Health in the Schools Project

June 8, 2012  Pearl City Cultural Center
(off Waimano Home Road, by Pearl City High School)
8:00am-3:30pm

Hosted by School Based Behavioral Health Hawaii State Department of Education
Contact Kelly Stern  kelly_stern@notes.k12.hi.us

Sponsored by
• Department of Health, Mental Health Transformation Grant
• School-Based Behavioral Health Program Department of Education

Partnerships:
• CAMHD
• Department of Defense
• Child Welfare
• Early Childhood
• UH Center for Cognitive Behavior Therapy
• UH School of Law
• UH School of Social Work
• Race to the Top Stakeholders
• Office of Youth Services
• Hawaii Families as Allies
• Hawaii Primary Care Association and Community Health Centers
• Children’s Community Councils
• Families
• Community Leaders
• Communities of Practice
• Judiciary

Required Registration Online:
http://sbbhtrainingsummit.eventbrite.com

Transportation Provided for Neighbor Island:  SBBH DOE Staff contact your SBBH DES, CAMHD Staff contact your branch PHAO, HFAA Staff contact Saree Kalani (Saree.Kalani@doh.hawaii.gov), Family or Community Member (limited by availability and funding, with restrictions) contact Saree Kalani (Saree.Kalani@doh.hawaii.gov)
Adopting a Unifying and Comprehensive Framework for the Behavioral and Mental Health and Well Being of Children and Youth in Hawaii

Pearl City Cultural Center (Facing Waimano Home Road in front of Pearl City High School)
2100 Hookiekie Street
Pearl City, HI 96782

8:00-3:30pm LUNCH PROVIDED

Purpose: As we move forward into a struggling economy, and have been relieved from the federal oversight of Felix, agencies that provide behavioral and mental health services face new challenges due to budget reductions and interagency understanding of how we meet the behavioral and mental health needs of children, youth and families. The resources for system building come from redeploying and weaving together school and community resources (including family and social capital). The process must be guided by a carefully defined and broad intervention framework and an operational infrastructure that is designed to develop, implement and sustain our system.

Hawaii offers a unique hybrid mental health model for children and youth. Because the state organizational cultures vary, it is critical that we gather to participate in defining a unifying and comprehensive framework to address the roles, responsibilities, and terminology of each agency and the staff of these agencies who play important roles in the delivery of behavioral and mental health services.

Target Audience: Participants include each person working with or on behalf children and youth through SBBH, CAMHD, School based services through Tripler, Community Health Centers, youth, families, and other stakeholders who are committed to adopting a unifying and comprehensive framework to address child and adolescent behavioral and mental health needs.

Presenters:
Dr. Howard Adelman and Dr. Linda Taylor from the UCLA School Mental Health Project
Host: Kelly A. Stern, State Program Manager for SBBH DOE
Panel Presenters:
- Ivalee Sinclair, parent and community advocate
- Art Souza, Complex Area Superintendent, West Hawaii DOE
- Dr. Stan Michels, Child and Adolescent Mental Health Division, DOH
- Dr. Stan Whitsett, Tripler Medical Center
- Dr. Chuck Mueller, UH Manoa Center for Cognitive Behavior Therapy
- Kauila Clark – Chairman of the Board for the National Association of Community Health Centers
- Theresa Minami – Child Welfare Services

Required Registration Online: http://sbbhtrainingsummit.eventbrite.com